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I. Welcome and update—Interim Chancellor John Christensen
   • Message for introduction at Friday’s (March 2\textsuperscript{nd}) Strategic Planning Forum
     i. Our strategic plan is the right framework for our institution
     ii. Our challenge is to continue to evolve our strategic plan — deepen and broaden what we do.
     iii. Will touch on the governor’s budget proposal
     iv. Brief update on capital projects (housing, library, CPACS, etc.)

II. Strategic Planning Forum
   • Good RSVP count
   • Adding Linda Mannering’s UNO economic growth & development segment to the myMAPP presentation
   • Unit Strategic Planning
   • Environmental Issues & Strategies Activity—follow up to last year
     i. We need facilitators! We may need to tap some of you at the last second. It will be mainly brainstorming strategies on the six issues.
     ii. There will be a brief overview of last year, but just a few minutes, so that we can move forward.
     iii. The idea of building on something from year to year shows that we don’t have collective amnesia.
     iv. There will be six homogeneous tables. What we might have available is the option of a second topic or, we could shorten it.
     v. Do a second issue in the packet as a back-up.
   • Posters are ready. We have a variety from across the campus.
   • Student/Community Panel
   • Wrap-up
     i. Summarize what came about from the day and talk about next steps